
Tell a story
about your
pet giraffe

that is also a
spy.

 

Why do
colored
bubbles

come out of
your mouth
every time
you talk?

 

What would
you do if you

were a
superhero?
What would
your special
power be?

 

Every time you
walk into

school/work
your theme
song plays?

What is it? How
did you end up

with a theme
song, but no
one else did?

 

There is a city
where time

doesn’t exist,
but it still exists

in the rest of
the world. Tell
what its like in

that city.
 

You can send
a very angry

animal to
anyone in

history. What
animal is it?

Who do you
sent it to?

 

You just
made up a

wildly
popular

game! What
is it?

 

You have the
ability to walk on

the bottom of
the ocean.

What is it like?
How did you

get the ability?
Do you have to

take any
precautions?

 



How do you
drive a car to
the moon?

 

Why did you
come home

with an
elephant?

 

If you were a
super hero,
tell a story

about how
you got your
superpower?

 

How did a
GIANT horse
end up in the

yard?
 

Earth loses all its
gravity one

day, but
people are able

to survive just
fine. What is

our new
method of

transportation?
 

Tell a story
about going
to a school

that is
entirely

made out of
candy.

 

You wake up
tomorrow
and your

parents are
the most
famous

people in the
world. 

 

Why have all
the world

leaders
started

calling you
for advice?

 



Why is your
bedroom full
of live trolls?

What dinosaur
would you

have been if
you were born

a dinosaur
instead of a

human?
 

If people
could earn

extra lives in
real life, how
would you

earn yours? 
 

Tell a story
about living
life with hair
made out of
spaghetti.

 

Describe
your dream
car. What

cool features
would it have

that cars
today don’t

have?
 

Oh no! Aliens
have invaded

Earth! But
they’re

calling you
king/queen.

Why?
 

Give
someone
specific

directions on
how to get to

Mars.
 

What would
you do if you

woke up
tomorrow all
grown up?

 



You’re a tree,
but when your
leaves fall they
have notes on
them for the
people who

find them.
What do the
notes say?

 

If you could
magically turn

into any
animal what
would it be?
What would

you do as that
animal?

 

What if you
woke up,
and you

were living
inside the last

story you
read?

 

Why are the
oceans

turning to
apple juice?

 

Why are all
these

puppies
following

you around?
 

What would
you dream
about if you

could
choose?

 

What would
the world be

like if you
could pay for
things with
pudding
instead of
money? 

Describe
your dream

house. 
 



What if you
were a

unicorn or
dragon?

 

What if the
floor really
turned to

lava?

Make up a
story about

having
lunch with a

historical
figure.

 

What
would you

do if you
were king
or queen?

 

What if you
turned into
the last toy
you played

with?
 

What if
your best

friend lived
in your
fridge?

 

What if you
spent the
night at a

superhero’s
house?

 

Make up a
story about

how you
would eat a

sandwich
on the
moon.

 


